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To date, large-scale fluid simulation with more details employing the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
method or its variants is ubiquitous in computer graphics and digital entertainment applications. Higher
accuracy and faster speed are two key criteria evaluating possible improvement of the underlying algorithms
within any available framework. Such requirements give rise to high-fidelity simulation with more particles
and higher particle density that will unavoidably increase computational cost significantly. In this paper, we
develop a new general GPGPU acceleration framework for SPH-centric simulations founded upon a novel
neighbor traversal algorithm. Our novel parallel framework integrates several advanced characteristics of
GPGPU architecture (e.g., shared memory and register memory). Additionally, we have designed a reasonable
task assignment strategy, which makes sure that all the threads from the same CTA belong to the same
cell of the grid. With this organization, big bunches of continuous neighboring data can be loaded to the
shared memory of a CTA and used by all its threads. Our method has thus low global-memory bandwidth
consumption. We have integrated our method into both WCSPH and PCISPH, that are two improved variants
in recent years, and demonstrated its performance with several scenarios involving multiple-fluid interaction,
dam break, and elastic solid. Through comprehensive tests validated in practice, our work can exhibit up to
2.18× speedup when compared with other state-of-the-art parallel frameworks.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
SPH is a popular mesh-free Lagrangian-based numerical method, which has been widely applied in
fluid simulation, astrophysics, and bio-simulation in recent decades. As a particle-based approach,
SPH must call for a large number of particles for high-fidelity numerical simulation with fine-scale
details and/or large-scale scenes, resulting in a significant cost increase of computational resources.
Therefore, it is of great significance to continue to improve the computational performance of SPH
and its variants. One key consideration for users is to seek a right tradeoff between simulation
effects and system efficiency in practice.
So far, much research has been focusing on the aspect of performance improvement. One

major theme in current research aims to improve the performance from the perspective of system
architecture. Because of their adaptivity to parallelism in SPH and its variants, some research
in recent years directly benefits from the emergence of new hardware platforms and software
development toolkits. Yet, much research, especially thosemaking use of GPUs, has not yet taken full
advantage of currently-available powerful hardware systems. For example, one popular traditional
GPGPU methods (TRA) [Crespo et al. 2015] [Hérault et al. 2010] can significantly improve the
performance compared with corresponding CPU implementation. However, to certain extent, they
still regard GPU as a single instruction, multiple threads (SIMT) processor and the characteristics
of thread and memory hierarchy in GPU are not fully utilized. Such under-utilization limits the
performance of their implementations by memory bandwidth. To ameliorate, Goswami et al. first
proposed a shared memory based method (PSMS) [Goswami et al. 2010]. But their method does not
achieve a better performance than TRA, which results from less optimal use of several GPGPU
characteristics.

In this paper, our goal is to break the performance bottleneck in the existing SPH implementations.
Our novel framework is completely designed for GPGPU architecture. In this framework, we first
devise a newly designed parallel task assignment algorithm, which considers the distribution of the
particles and the GPU’s schedule mechanism, with a goal of achieving a higher cache hit rate. In
addition, we design a novel memory access pattern based on the characteristics of memory hierarchy
on GPU, since the bandwidth of shared memory is much higher than global memory. Also, we
leverage several technologies and methodologies about taking multiple factors into consideration,
including the efficiency of thread cooperation, the balance of memory access and the influence
from device occupancy. Furthermore, we design a thread warp based radical thread organization.
Our key contributions could be highlighted as follows:

• We develop a new parallel task assignment algorithm following the manner of CTA sched-
uler, so as to achieve higher cache hit rate and reduce the time consumption for threads
synchronization, which takes full advantage of shared memory.
• We develop an efficient neighbor traversal algorithm based on the characteristics of memory
hierarchy on GPU.
• We develop a hybrid schedule algorithm by a new hash coding with the consideration of
particles’ arbitrary distribution in space, so as to integrate the traditional neighbor traversal
method into our framework.

2 RELATEDWORKS
As a flexible and powerful method (with mass-conservation property), SPH has been widely used in
fluid simulations [Müller et al. 2003] [Becker and Teschner 2007] [Ihmsen et al. 2014b], as well as de-
formable solid simulations [Libersky and Petschek 1991] [Müller et al. 2004]. GPU implementations
for SPH afford a real-time simulation. However, the current challenge is still hinging upon the high
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demand for more scene details while still enhancing computational performance. Current research
thrusts are concentrating on several perspectives with an ultimate goal of better performance.

From the perspective of system architectures, some research focuses on this aspect. In [Ihm-
sen et al. 2011], Ihmsen et al. proposed a sophisticated SPH implementation on CPUs. However, SPH
implementations on CPUs have become less competitive due to the rapid development of GPGPU in
recent years. Hérault et al. proposed one of the earliest SPH implementations [Hérault et al. 2010]
based on the CUDA model. With the help of Particles, the example in the CUDA toolkit [Green
2008], Hérault’s full GPU implementation can exhibit one to two orders of magnitude faster than
the equivalent CPU implementation. The GPU part of DualSPHysics [Crespo et al. 2015] inherits the
idea in [Hérault et al. 2010] with several optimization suggestions stated in [Domínguez et al. 2013a].
Goswami et al. introduced an innovative GPU-based implementation [Goswami et al. 2010] for SPH.
They tried to make use of the thread and memory hierarchy in GPGPU to improve performance.

Due to the limitation of the computing power of a single device, many researchers took the
distributed system into consideration. Homogeneous multi-GPU platform is the simplest way to
utilize multiple devices like [Valdez-Balderas et al. 2013]. Rustico et al. also proposed a multi-
GPU edition for SPH implementation [Rustico et al. 2014] based on [Hérault et al. 2010] with a
posteriori load balancing system for handling different workload among devices. Domínguez et
al. extended [Valdez-Balderas et al. 2013] to heterogeneous multi-GPU clusters [Domínguez et al.
2013b].

From the algorithmic perspective, some research focuses on improving the SPH algorithms
for better performance. Ihmsen et al. detailed the uniform grid method in [Ihmsen et al. 2011].
This method has been widely used in many SPH implementations for neighbor search. Hoetzlein
proposed an improvement [Rama C. Hoetzlein 2014] in generating the neighbor list of the uniform
grid method. Mokos et al. developed a new GPGPU-based framework [Mokos et al. 2015] to
accelerate multi-phase SPH simulation (involving fluid and air). Yang et al. designed a unified
particle system framework [Yang et al. 2017] to accelerate multi-material visual simulations.

The arbitrary distribution of the particles results in the number of the particles in each subspace
becoming less controllable, yet these subspaces are used to help search the neighbor particles and
called cells in this paper. In the neighborhood grid method [Joselli et al. 2015] and GROMACS [Hess
et al. 2008], which is a method in the field of molecular dynamics (MD), the number of particles
in each cell could be the same according to some adjustment in the cell boundary. Thus the
interaction between particles can be greatly simplified. Páll and Hess also proposed a newly
designed algorithm [Páll and Hess 2013] which is specific to the above-mentioned optimization on
the SIMD architectures for acceleration.

From the visual effect perspective, some other improvements of SPH sacrifice correctness
for the purpose of better efficiency, so this tradeoff is suitable for applications with less strict
requirement on correctness, such applications include video games and digital movies. Typical
techniques may include, applying different densities of particles for both performance and surface
details [Horvath and Solenthaler 2013] [Orthmann and Kolb 2012] [Yan et al. 2009], data-driven
method [Ladicky et al. 2015], etc.

3 METHOD OVERVIEW
In this section, we present an overview for our implementation of SPH, a Lagrangian-based method,
which discretizes continuous fields by means of particles. Continuous properties of particles are ap-
proximated by weighted interpolation over smoothed functionsW (r,h) [Monaghan 1992] [Ihmsen
et al. 2014b]:

A(ri ) =
∑
j
mj

Aj

ρ j
W (ri − rj ,h), (1)
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Fig. 1. The framework of the SPH implementation. The red blocks are the major improvements in this paper.

where A(ri ) is some continuous variable of the particle at position ri , such as density or force,
m and ρ refer to mass and density. Smoothing radius h inW (r,h) defines the influence space
within which the contribution from the rest particles should be collected. So the neighbor traversal
problem of SPH can be mapped to the fixed-radius near neighbor (FNN) problem. Considering
adaptivity to parallelism and flexibility in numerical methods, we use a uniform grid method to
solve such problem (see Fig. 1). In this method, the simulation domain is partitioned into a set
of non-intersecting indexed cells C, whose size equals to smoothing radius h. Each particle is
inserted into one cell. Thus, during the neighbor traversal step, neighbor particles of cell CJ are
sought only by cell set CJ, which is the collection of the neighbor cells of CJ, J representing the
spatial position of CJ in Euclidean space. The procedure of computation has two steps: neighbor
information generation, and neighbor traversal. The time complexity of the former is O(mn) and
the cost of neighbor traversal is O(3kmnN ) where m is the hash value size, n is the number of
particles in space, k is the dimension of space, and N is the upper bound of the particles in each
cell [Bentley et al. 1977].

In our implementation, the uniform grid is defined as its range in Euclidean space and cell size.
Since there is no data dependency among particles, we can calculate the cell indices (hash value) for
each particle using the definition of grid and particle position in parallel (cell indices are calculated
in the x-axis-first manner). Then, the GPU counting sort algorithm [Rama C. Hoetzlein 2014] is used
to sort particles according to cell indices. After sorting, the data of the particles existing in the same
cell and adjacent cells (the cells with the same y- and z-axis position, and adjacent x-axis position)
are continuous (without gap) in memory. Meanwhile, we can get the count array B and offset array
O of particles for each cell, and B will be used in particles task assignment and classification. We
will detail these parts in Section 4.1 and Section 4.3. It may be noted that, B and O are also regarded
as the neighbor list for each cell here. In our implementation, there is no neighbor list for each
particle. So in the properties calculation stage (see Fig. 1), the neighbor sets are the supersets of the
sets of particles whose distances are small than h. Based on our schedule assignment strategy, we
design an efficient shared memory based method to compute continuous variable of particles. We
will detail this part in Section 4.2.

4 NOVEL GENERAL PARALLEL METHOD
In this section, we will first detail our task assignment algorithm. Then the efficient neighbor
traversal method with a well-designed memory and thread allocation strategy is introduced. Finally
we will detail our new hash coding method and our hybrid strategy.
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram about how the tasks from each cell are assigned to the CTAs. The dotted lines
represent the threads which do not compute properties for each particle.

4.1 Task Assignment
In GPGPU architectures, thread scheduling has a significant impact on overall performance. In
order to achieve high parallelism and take full advantages of available resources, a CTA-based
thread scheduling strategy is used in our framework. Since the number of threads (D) in each CTA
is constant while the number of particles in each cell is variable, task assignment is necessary when
assigning particles into CTAs. Fig. 2 shows the result of task assignment in a simulation domain
partitioned by a uniform grid. The number of tasks B′j in cell Cj is equal to ⌈Bj/D⌉ (in this figure,
we assume D = 3, j is the index of cell). We assign a CTA to each task, which means there are no
multiple tasks sharing the same CTA. After calculating the number of tasks B′ for cells, we should
arrange these tasks into task array Q according to the definition of Q, which has following form:

Q = {t0, t1, t2, · · · , tS−2, tS−1}, (2)
ti = {⟨ji ,ki ⟩|Cji ∈ C,ki ∈ Z

+
0 , 0 ≤ i ≤ S − 1}, (3)

where ki is the index of task in cell Cji . For example (see Fig. 2), the count of all the CTAs S = 9
and t4 = ⟨ε, 1⟩ in the x-axis-first manner. Thereby, each CTA can locate its task quickly according
to task ti . Fig. 6 shows the relationship between thread block and CTA (each thread block contains
2 CTAs, so the count of all the thread blocks is equal to ⌈S/2⌉), we locate a CTA for each task
according to the following form:

i = 2 × Bid + a, (4)

where Bid is the indices of thread block, a is the index of CTA in the thread block.
Fig. 3 gives an overview of our task assignment. First, we use |C| threads in GPU to compute

B′ for cells based on the rules stated above. Second, we use an efficient GPGPU-based prefix sum
algorithm on B′ to calculate the task offsetO′ of cells. Third, |C| threads in GPU are used to arrange
tasks into Q based on B′ and O′. Finally, we obtain S by adding the last value in O′ and the last
non-zero value in B′. The implementation of the task assignment is summarized in Alg. 1 (array c
are the indices of particles in a cell).
Our task assignment always guarantees the sequence of tasks. In PSMS, task assignment is

designed based on atomic operations. This method can’t guarantee the sequence of tasks, because
the return values of atomic operations are random. So the adjacent tasks may have large distance
in task array. On the other hand, the CTA scheduler in CUDA model follows an approximate round-
robin manner [Lee et al. 2014], which means the adjacent CTAs are more likely to be executed
simultaneously. In addition, if the data accessed by adjacent CTAs are continuous in memory, we
can get a higher cache hit rate, especially for L2 cache [Wittenbrink et al. 2011]. Therefore our
method can achieve better performance compared with PSMS.
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Fig. 3. The overview of the task assignment processes. The original input is the array B of particle count in
cells. The output is the array Q of task.

Algorithm 1 Task Assignment.
//GPU counting sort

1: B, c← conduct CUDA atomicAdd operations on particles’ hash values
2: O← conduct GPU-based prefix sum algorithm on B
3: sort particles according to B,O, c

//task assignment
4: B′← ⌈B/D⌉
5: O′← conduct GPU-based prefix sum algorithm on B′

6: Q← arrange tasks into Q

4.2 Neighbor Traversal
The novel neighbor traversal algorithm is the main innovation of our framework. In our algorithm,
we try to use several advanced characteristics of GPGPU architectures effectively.

Fig. 4(a) shows the main procedures of TRA and our method. The main procedures of TRA,
PSMS, and our method are the same: (1) fetch the data of the target particles from global memory
to the on-chip memory; (2) enter a cycle that fetches the data of one or multiple neighbors from
global memory to the on-chip memory; (3) conduct calculation for target particles; (4) send the
results back to the global memory. The main difference between TRA and our method is the usage
of the shared memory. Compared with fetching one neighbor particle to registers for each thread
in TRA, our method fetches at most 32 neighbor particles to the shared memory for each CTA (one
neighbor particle per thread, D = 32 in our framework). As the particles handled by the same CTA
belong to the same cell, these particles always share the same neighbor particles. In this way, the
fetched 32 neighbor particles can be used for all threads in the CTA, and the cost of shared memory
access is much lower than global memory. Therefore our method can greatly reduce requirements
of registers and requests of global memory when fetching the neighbor particles. And Fig. 4(b)
shows the evident differences with a simple example.
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Fig. 4. Figure (a) shows the procedures of neighbor traversal and attribute computation in TRA (left) and
our method (right). Blue blocks refer to the data from the particles needed to be computed, the green blocks
refer to the data from neighbors, and the red blocks refer to the resulting data. The red lines refer to CTA
synchronization. REG is register. SMEM is shared memory. GMEM is global memory. Figure (b) shows the
differences of memory operation in TRA (left) and our method (right). The circles shown with different colors,
represent the particles in different cells of the grid.

In PSMS, each thread block fetches at most 27 neighbor particles (i.e., 27 threads fetch 27 neighbor
particles from different neighbor cells). This method involves a lot of memory transactions while
our method can greatly reduce it. During each memory request in our method, the 32 requested
neighbor particles always come from the same cell or adjacent cells. Since these particles are always
stored in continuous memory, the memory transactions from the same memory request can be
combined in most cases. Thus, the cost of global memory access can be greatly reduced.

Alg. 2 shows the details of our neighbor traversal algorithm. Lines 2-4 are procedures of assigning
CTA for each task, which involve the calculations of a and q (indices of thread in CTA). After that,
we can identify active threads and idle threads (line 5). Each active thread fetches target particle
from global memory to registers (lines 6-8). In addition, the indices of neighbor cells are determined
in a uniform grid, because we have calculated the indices of target cell. Thereby, the ranges of
neighbor particles are determined. Here, we apply the optimization called simplifying the neighbor
search proposed in [Domínguez et al. 2013a]. This optimization regards three adjacent cells as
a cuboid cell, so as to reduce memory transactions and shared memory requests. Therefore the
number v of all the neighbor cells is set to 9 rather than 27, which means we compress 27 cubic
neighbor cells into 9 cuboid cells. We store the ranges of these 9 cuboid cells as offset array o and
count array b in shared memory (lines 9-13) according to B,O. Line 10 is the calculation of the
correct index e for o and b, because a thread block contains 2 CTAs (see Fig. 10). At the end of
initialization, array f and u are initialized by threads (line 14). fd represents the index of the cuboid
neighbor cell, which is being accessed by thread d . u represents the count of neighbor particles,
which have been accessed in cuboid cell fd . Both arrays reside in shared memory.

After the initialization of neighbor information (lines 9-14), the rest procedures are the migration
of data (from global memory to shared memory) and the calculation of variables. At first, lines 16-21
is the judgment of whether all the neighbor particles in cuboid cell fd have been accessed (line 16). If
so, switch to the next cuboid cell or end the loop (lines 17-20). Then, at most D particles are fetched
from global memory to shared memory for each CTA (lines 22-24). It is noteworthy that only the
needed data are read. Since the variables of the particles are stored as a structure in corresponding
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Algorithm 2 Novel Neighbor Traversal.
1: for all threads do

//CTA location and self-data load
2: //a is the indices of CTA in thread block and q is the indices of thread in CTA
3: a ← ⌊d/D⌋, q ← d%D
4: i ← compute the indices of task using Eq. 4.
5: j,k ← get the indices of cell and indices of CTA in the cell from Qi
6: tr ← Bj + k × D + q //tr is the indices of particle in particle array
7: if tr < Bj + Oj then
8: read particle tr from GMEM to REG
9: end if

//neighbor information initialization
10: if q < v then //v is count of cuboid neighbor cell
11: //get corresponding neighbor range in GMEM
12: e ← a ×v + q
13: oe ← particle offset of cuboid neighbor cells
14: be ← particle count of cuboid neighbor cells
15: end if
16: syncthreads
17: fd ← a ×v, ud ← 0 //initial the accessing cuboid cells information

//main loop
18: while true do
19: //determine whether all neighbors in cuboid cell fd are accessed
20: if ud == bfd then
21: fd ← fd + 1, ud ← 0 //update accessing cuboid cell information
22: if v × (a + 1) ≤ fd then //determine whether neighbor accessing is end
23: break
24: end if
25: end if
26: if q < min(D, bfd − ud ) then
27: pi ← ofd + ud + q //calculate the indices of neighbor in GMEM
28: read particle pi from GMEM to SMEM
29: end if
30: ud ← ud +min(D, bfd − ud )
31: syncthreads
32: if tr < Bj + Oj then
33: calculate variables of target particle
34: end if
35: end while
36: end for

arrays, this method can effectively reduce the demand for memory requests. At last, each active
thread makes use of the variables of target particle stored in the registers and neighbor particles
stored in shared memory to conduct the calculation of variables (lines 28-30).

In our framework, D is set to 32, which means there are 32 threads in each CTA and 64 threads
in each thread block (the number of CTA slots and warp slots supported by each SM in the recent
NVIDIA GPUs are 32 and 64 [Li et al. 2017], so our device occupancy can be 100%). Because of the
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Fig. 5. From top to bottom, left to right: ocean wave with 18,440,253 particles.

Shared Memory

Thread Block

Global Memory

CTA 1 CTA 2

Fig. 6. The overview of memory operations in a thread block. The blue blocks represent the common memory
part of neighbor particles. Arrows represent the direction of memory requests. The lines, between shared
memory and global memory, shown with different colors, represent the order of memory request. Blue first,
red second, and black third.

native synchronous execution of threads in a warp, our setting greatly reduces the time of thread
synchronization operations (we will validate this design in Section 5.1). Moreover, two-CTAs-based
task assignment can further improve the cache hit rate, as two adjacent CTAs often share a common
part of neighbor particles (see Fig. 6).

4.3 Hybrid Strategy
In most cases, our task assignment and neighbor traversal methods have good performance. How-
ever, our methods may lead to some unnecessary waste of resources, as the size of CTA is constant.
For example, in Fig. 2, there is only one particle in cell γ . So one thread is enough to deal with the
particle while the other threads in CTA are idle. Moreover, in this cell, fetched neighbor particles
are not shared with multiple active threads and the number of neighbor particles is relatively small.
Therefore, in this case, our method will result in poor performance. The similar problem may exist
in the 5th CTA, as we assign a CTA to the 4th particle of Cε (such particles are named sparse
particles while other particles are named intensive particles in this paper). In order to avoid these
problems, the distribution of particles should be considered. Hence we propose a new hash coding
method, whose hash function maps position P = (x,y, z) to a hash value of size 2m. The function
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Fig. 7. Two water jet streams collide with each other.

has the following form:

H (P) =


⌊ x
h
⌋
+
⌊y
h
⌋
· X +

⌊ z
h
⌋
· X · Y +m, T = 1,⌊ x

h
⌋
+
⌊y
h
⌋
· X +

⌊ z
h
⌋
· X · Y , T = 0,

(5)

where X , Y are the numbers of cells of the uniform grid in x- and y-axis. The value of T is 0 or
1, which depends on c and B. We can get c by atomicAdd operations in CUDA model, and B′ is
calculated with a new function:

B′j =


0, Bj < Pof ,

⌊(Bj + Nof )/D⌋, Bj ≥ Pof ,

(6)

where Nof is a threshold, which determines the maximum number of idle threads in CTA, Bj is
the average particles of Cj (we only consider target cell and 6 nearest neighbor cells, and divide
summation of the particle counts by 7 to get a approximate average count). And Pof is the threshold
of the minimum average particles in target cell, which determines whether assigns CTAs to target
cell or not. Once B′j is calculated, T has the following form:

T =


1, B′j · D ≥ c,

0, B′j · D < c.
(7)

Based on Eqs. 5, 6, and 7, the new hash value of P can be determined. For example, Bε = 4, in Cε
(see Fig. 2), Bε ′ = 1 (we set Nof = 1 and Pof = 2) according to Eq. 6. The hash value of 4th particle
is 4 while others are 13 according to Eqs. 5, and 7 (m is equal to 9 in Fig. 2). Similarly, the hash value
of particle in Cθ is equal to 7. And we will find that the hash value of sparse particles is smaller
than 9 while others are no less than 9. Hence, after sorting particles based on the new hash value
again, particles are divided into sparse particles group and intensive particles group.
As most sparse particles are not in the same cells, shared memory may not be helpful, even

result in poor performance. Therefore we integrate the traditional neighbor traversal method into
our framework to deal with sparse particles. When we launch thread blocks, we arrange the front
part of thread blocks to deal with sparse particles and regard the number of these thread blocks
as a threshold, which helps thread blocks distinguish the different particle groups (see Fig. 8, the
threshold is equal to 1). This hybrid strategy can reduce the thread waste and unreasonable memory
operations, especially when the particles are sparse. The implementation of our reasonable hybrid
strategy is summarized in Alg. 3.
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Thread Block 1 Thread Block 2

Fig. 8. The yellow circles represent sparse particles and the blue circles represent intensive particles. We
assign a thread to each sparse particle and assign a CTA to each task.

Fig. 9. The interaction between two different miscible fluids.

Algorithm 3 Hybrid Framework.
1: repeat

//preprocessing
2: B,O, c← conduct GPU counting sort in Alg. 1
3: B′← calculate B′ and new hash value using Eq. 5, 6, 7
4: conduct GPU counting sort on new hash values.
5: Bv ← find the boundary value of particles groups
6: O′← conduct GPU prefix sum method on B′

7: Q← organize task array Q
//variables calculation

8: if thread block belong to sparse particles then
9: for each sparse particle i do
10: read particle i from global memory to registers
11: calculate variables of particle i
12: end for
13: else
14: use Alg. 2 to deal with intensive particles
15: end if
16: until end of simulation

5 RESULTS AND EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate our novel parallel framework using several scenes, which are imple-
mented with different SPH algorithms. The experiments are performed on a system with an Intel(R)
Core(TM) i5 4590 and NVIDIA Geforce GTX 970.

We compare our framework with two different frameworks (PSMS and TRA). PSMS is proposed
in [Goswami et al. 2010]. TRA is first proposed in [Hérault et al. 2010], and the similar method is
used in DualSPHysics [Crespo et al. 2015]. In TRA, there is a one-to-one relationship between a
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Table 1. Test case settings and simulation results. The results are the average of the first 1000 time steps. PPNC
is the average particles of nonempty cells.Pre is preprocessing overhead.Den is density computation overhead.
Forc is force computation overhead. Tot is total simulation overhead excluded the velocity integration.

# #particles PPNC TRA (ms) PSMS (ms) OUR METHOD(ms)
Pre Den Forc Tot Pre Den Forc Tot Pre Den Forc Tot

case 1 592,704 4.7 2.2 3.8 5.7 11.7 3.3 10.8 20.1 34.2 4.5 1.3 2.6 8.4
case 2 1,000,000 8.0 3.0 6.1 10.1 19.2 3.8 14.1 28.1 46.0 5.6 3.5 6.7 15.8
case 3 1,815,848 14.5 3.5 15.0 33.4 51.9 5.7 34.0 68.5 108.2 6.8 10.6 23.4 40.8
case 4 3,652,264 29.2 4.7 49.0 112 165.7 8.0 67.4 141.9 217.3 10.1 32.3 63.2 105.6
case 5 7,189,057 57.5 12.5 169.8 400 582.3 14.1 205.8 444.8 664.7 18.2 101.5 208.9 328.4
case 6 13,481,272 107.9 33.5 565.5 1299.5 1898.5 33.7 753.2 1562.9 2349.8 42.0 369.5 736.5 1148.0
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Fig. 10. Average elapsed time using different D settings. Time values are normalized to the cases with D = 32.

thread and a particle. Due to its simple manner and good performance, TRA becomes a popular
GPGPU method for SPH.
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Fig. 11. Average frame rate using different Nof settings. Frame rates are normalized to the cases with
Nof = 31.

5.1 Parameter Effects
First of all, we explore the nature of our exposed parameters to find the correlations between their
configuration and the resulting performance. For brevity, the benchmark used here is the collapse
of cuboid fluid with the basic SPH. The key information of the test cases and detailed elapsed time
are shown in Table 1. These test cases are different not only in particle count but also in particle
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Fig. 12. Two dropping elastic blocks collide with each other.

Fig. 13. The interaction between elastic block and fluid.

intensity. Higher particle intensity will lead to more memory requests, which significantly increases
the cost of computations. This table shows the evident improvement of our framework, which
can achieve 4× speedup compared with PSMS. Moreover, the table shows that the preprocessing
overhead of TRA is always the smallest owing to the simplest preprocessing operation in TRA.

Fig. 10 shows the performance of different CTA size in our framework. CTA synchronizations are
added to the cases withD ≥ 32 for thread safety. The test results show that the cases withD = 32 can
always achieve the best performance. However, the improvement is gradually weakened with the
increase of particle intensity, because higher particle intensity leads to less CTA synchronizations
and idle threads relatively.
Through our tests, our framework can always exhibit good performance when Pof is equal to

11.86. The appropriate value of Nof depends on the distribution of particles. Fig. 11 shows the
test results of cases 3-6 (we choose test cases according to Eq. 6, the average particles in each
non-empty cell of cases 1-2 is smaller than Pof , so the influence of Nof can be omitted). We find
that setting Nof to 16 can exhibit good performance (cases 3-5). However, in case 6, whose particles
are intensive, the optimal Nof approaches 31, because the relative number of idle threads becomes
smaller, but meanwhile our CTA based task assignment can still achieve good performance in a
scene with intensive particles.

5.2 Performance
As the performance of TRA is better than PSMS (see Table 1), we only compare our framework
with TRA. First, we apply ocean wave with more than 18 million particles (see Fig. 5), to explore
the improvement of our framework for a large-scale scene with fluids. Verified by a series of
tests/experiments, our framework achieves up to 1.65× speedup compared with TRA.
To further explore the performance of our framework, we use complex SPH algorithms as the

benchmark. PCISPH has great incompressibility due to its correction of particle position by much
computation process. Therefore, we apply water jet stream collision based on PCISPH [Solenthaler
and Pajarola 2009] (see Fig. 7), as the benchmark. Our framework can exhibit up to 1.58× speedup
(see the red line in Fig. 14).
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Fig. 14. Benchmark performance results. Fig.X is the performance of the corresponding figure’s scene imple-
mented with our framework. BS represents the performance of all benchmarks implemented with TRA in our
paper. The frame rate is normalized to the performance of TRA.

Furthermore, we apply multiple fluid SPH (see Fig. 9) [Ren et al. 2014] to explore the performance
of our framework with much more complex SPH algorithms. In this example, we achieve a real-time
simulation and rendering by our framework with a sparse hierarchy of grids represented in NVIDIA
GVDB Voxels [Wu et al. 2018]. Our framework can exhibit up to 1.70× speedup (see the blue line in
Fig. 14).

Besides, our framework is applied to solid simulation (e.g. elastic solid) and interaction between
elastic solid and fluid [Yan et al. 2016]. Fig. 12 shows the interaction between two dropping elastic
blocks. Our framework can get up to 1.63× speedup (see the green line in Fig. 14). Fig. 13 shows
the interaction between elastic solid and fluid. Our framework can exhibit up to 2.18× speedup (see
the yellow line in Fig. 14).

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORKS
This paper has devised a novel well-designed SPH framework. This framework makes full use of
several characteristics of GPGPU and attempts to combine such features in an optimal way so that
great performance improvement is achieved without the need of any modification in the existing
numerical method.
The framework designed in this paper can also be readily transplanted to other particle-based

methods [Bender and Koschier 2015] [Ihmsen et al. 2014a] [Macklin and Müller 2013] without much
difficulty. Essentially, the approaches we have proposed in this paper are based on an improved
GPGPU algorithm for solving the FNN problem on uniform grids. Thus, we believe that most of the
applications referencing the FNN problem such as the access to the leaf cells phase in fast multiple
method [Chandramowlishwaran et al. 2010] [Yokota et al. 2013], point cloud problem, marching
cube and astrophysics simulation can directly benefit from our work. On the other hand, we need a
good dynamic parameter setting strategy to cater to the distribution of particles in a uniform grid.
In addition, thanks to the earlier work in [Orthmann and Kolb 2012], our framework can further
make it possible to parallelize the cumulative summation process of SPH, so as to achieve an even
greater acceleration.
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